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Abstract
Various factors such as rapid population increase, socio-economic changes and uncontrolled
urbanization observed in cities caused many changes in urban areas. These changes damage natural
and cultural landscape areas. It is observed that especially historical landscape areas couldn‟t be
protected as well as planning and management of these areas couldn‟t be provided. Accordingly,
constitution of inventory studies oriented natural, cultural and historical sources; presentation of
planning and management decisions and arrangements that are integrated to historical identity and
increasing environmental quality are steered. Visual Landscape Quality Assessment is one of the
methods used in both our country and in the world for planning studies within the context of
European Landscape Convention. The visual character of landscape consists of both natural-human
made artifacts and physical-biological sources. The assessment includes a list of areas that are subject
to cultural heritage conservation; it lends assistance for identifying various factors and preferences of
physical landscape components. Edirne/Turkey is one of the most significant cities of the world
being a cultural heritage area with its tangible and intangible cultural landscape elements. It is aimed
to contribute to rational planning and conserving of cultural resources by preparing visual landscape
quality assessment of Edirne city in this study.

Keyword: Visual landscape quality assessment, historic cultural landscape, cultural heritage, cultural sustainability,
Edirne

1. Introduction
In our day, education, business and health oppurtunities and technological
developments make urban life attractive. However, this situation has inevitable negative
influences on human. The psychological pressure which is a result of these negative
influences alienates human from natural life and makes human beings‟ admirations and
expectations different (Ak, 2013). Due to the rapid changes in cities, settlements
gradually lose their traditional values and identities by reshaping their physical and social
structure (Hepcan, 2003). The visual problems, which are the reflection of changes in
urban landscape, causes prestige loss of many settlements and decreases the values of
natural-cultural landscape (Coşkun & Kaplan, 2001). Researchs of visual impact
assessment, which deals with the lost natural and cultural characteristics, physical
development and social life of the settlements in the present context, gains importance
(Hepcan, 2003).
While environmental issues are becoming more and more problematic and the size of
green areas is decreasing day by day; the importance of natural resources are
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comprehended more seriously in today‟s conditions. Therefore, it can be accepted that
the landscape is not just an economic issue but also an aesthetic one to evaluate and
discuss about (Erdönmez & Kaptanoğlu, 2008). “Visual quality assessment” becomes an
indispensable research method when landscape is discussed as an aesthetic entity.
Perception is the process of selecting, organizing, and interpreting information received
through senses (Porteus, 1996) (Bell, 1999). Theories about the perception of
landscaping or physical environment are also important for environmental psychology.
Theories and research on environment perception deal primarily with the processing of
the mental images of individuals who seek to better understand and interpret what they
surround their surrounding environment (Çakçı, 2007). The changing visual structure of
the environment constantly affects user perception and the development of this visual
quality gains importance in terms of meeting the aesthetic needs and expectations of
people. For this, it is necessary to recognize the landscape as a variable in the land use
decisions and to know the landscape properties and the visual value of these properties
on the users (Kaptanoğlu, 2006) (Daniel T. , 2001).
Visual elements of landscape not only present aesthetical values but also verify the
mutual relationships of these values in cultural, economic and biological dimensions
(Daniel & Vining, 1983) (Amir & Gidalizon, 1990); (Angileri & Toccolini, 1993). In this
case, there is a need for planning studies that will strengthen the local texture of the cities
and protect the identity by establishing a bridge between the past, contributing to the
protection-improvement-renovation and continuity (Kiper, 2013).
According to the European Landscape Convention; every country needs to define, plan,
protect and repair landscapes within its boundaries. In this context, the identification of
the characteristics of natural and cultural landscapes also needs to be evaluated in our
country and including historical landscapes in landscape planning studies is an important.
It presents a solution proposal for revealing the human-environment interaction with the
visual impact assessment studies, improving the living environment of the interaction
results in terms of basic social and physical facilities and using it to bring the livable
contemporary spaces to the square. In this way, solutions for physical planning and
design studies and social life for the present and future of the settlements are provided
(Bozhüyük, 2007). The aims of visual quality assessment are to help to determine and list
the areas to be protected with the framework of cultural heritage protection program; to
determine whether a landscape is aesthetically appropriate or not; to define and
determine certain factors and physical landscape components that affect the preferences
for this particular area (Kane, 1981).
Edirne which was the the capital of the Ottoman Empire and home to many
civilizations, is the second gateway to the western border of Turkey as the nearest
European settlement. The magnificent religious buildings and civil architectural items
bearing the Ottoman architecture to its peak bring the identity of the city to the
forefront. In this study, visual quality of historical and cultural landscape in Edirne city,
city center and its vicinity is evaluated; it is aimed to contribute to the planning,
designing, conservation, management and repair works of historical-cultural landscaping
areas in the city center in line with the results obtained.
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1.1 Historical Cultural Landscape
During the 1990s, the interpretation of World Heritage evolved to a great
extent, and as a result a diversity of living cultural places, sacred sites and cultural
landscapes has been included on the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization-UNESCO World Heritage List. In particular, the cultural landscape
concept attracted international attention. Cultural landscapes are at the interface between
nature and culture, tangible and intangible heritage, biological and cultural diversity they
represent a closely woven net of relationships, the essence of culture and people‟s
identity. Cultural landscapes are a focus of protected areas in a larger ecosystem context,
and they are a symbol of the growing recognition of the fundamental links between local
communities and their heritage, humankind and its natural environment (Rössler, 2007).
According to UNESCO, it is possible to provide an authentic living environment and
high quality of life for future generations, with the protection of cultural landscapes
(Bekdemir, 2010).
According to Antrop (2004); cultural landscape as a concept gaining increasing
importance today is important in terms of understanding and evaluating the value of
landscapes. Identification of areas bearing cultural landscape characteristics in rapidly
changing cities, creation of inventory and monitoring of changes in these areas; in terms
of decision making, policy making and landscape management processes is very
important and necessary ensuring reliable delivery in the process (Erduran Nemutlu,
Sağlık, Kelkit, Akbulak, & Devecioğlu, 2014). As a result of conservation of cultural
landscapes, landscape areas offer economic, ecological, social, recreational and
educational opportunities. Conservation studies in these areas provide opportunities for
the improvement of our quality of life, for the protection and perception of urban
identity (EHLA, 2014). Characteristics of cultural landscape are; tracing of historical
civilizations and socio-cultural values, reflecting the characteristics of the settlement area
and the life of local cultures, offering various possibilities for active and passive
recreational activities, enhancing the visual landscape quality and cultural values (Selman,
2006).
Historic landscape ensures understanding the traditional structure of landscapes and also
significantly contributes to the development, protection and emphasizing the historic
character of landscapes on a local, regional and national scale (Demir & Demirel, 2017).
The historical urban landscape approach aims at preserving the quality of people's
environment by increasing the productivity and sustainability of the urban areas while
accepting the dynamic characteristics of the urban areas and improving their social and
functional diversity. The preservation of urban heritage rests on the basis of a balanced
and sustainable relationship between the urban and natural environment and the needs
of present and future generations and the heritage from the past (EHLA, 2014).
World Heritage cultural landscapes are sites which are protected under the UNESCO
World Heritage Convention for the outstanding value of the interaction between people
and their environment. The Convention not only embodies tangible and intangible
values both for natural and cultural heritage, it also acknowledges in its implementation
the recognition of traditional management system, customary law and long-established
customary techniques and knowledge to protect the cultural and natural heritage.
Through these protection systems, World Heritage sites contribute to sustainable local
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and regional development (Rössler, 2007).
There are 13 assets in Turkey in the UNESCO World Heritage list. Selimiye Mosque and
its social komplex in Edirne is one of the important works on this list. Edirne Selimiye
Mosque and its social komplex entered the world heritage list at the meeting held in Paris
on June 27, 2011 by the world heritage committee because of being a masterpiece of
human creativity, presenting a valuable example of the type of building representing one
or more meaningful periods or of the architectural or technological landscape collection
of history of humanity. In addition to Selimiye, Edirne city has a cultural structure;
Uzunköprü (2015) and Sultan II. Beyazid Han Social Komplex (2016) was on the
UNESCO World Heritage Tentative List and Kırkpınar Oil Wrestling Festival (2010) is
also on the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage List (UNESCO, 2012). The
appreciation of the visual landscape quality is important for understanding the processes
such as planning, design, management and understanding of the historical and cultural
landscape values found in Edirne.
1.2 Visual Landscape Quality
Landscape components such as forests, water surfaces, bare fields,
geomorphological structures and various cultural features (eg archeological value
places/structures), reveal the visual landscape character of the area. Visual landscape is
an interactive and dynamic structure integrated with human perception and liking in
connection with human psychology of natural and cultural landscape elements (Kuter &
Aytaş, 2013). According to Daniel (2001), visual landscape quality is a common product
of certain landscape features interacting with psychological (perceptual,
cognitive/cognitive, emotional) processes depending on human observation (Benliay &
Soydan, 2015). Visual landscape; can be obtained not only by the physical features of the
landscape, but also by putting individual thoughts by observers following it, which are
also intertwined with the landscape, apart from the findings obtained from the
measurable sources (Bergen, Ulbricht, Fridley, & Ganter, 1995). According to Linehan
and Gross (1998), landform, biological and ecological structure, spiritual values,
historical, cultural and social structure are influential on landscape quality. According to
Gobster (1999), landscape which has superior characteristics have more visual quality in
terms of recreational value, durability, ecological characteristics and naturalness.
According to Kaplan et al., (1999); Pullar and Tidey, (2001) and Yürekli (1977), visual
(impact) evaluation studies are based on evaluating the visual qualities of a place or route,
space fiction and social life in a perceptual, basically functional relationship. In urban
settlements; it becomes functional by a wide area ranging from the whole of the city or
settlement to its parts or a single route (such as a boulevard, a street, a street) (Kaplan &
Hepcan, 2004). Visual character or landscape quality is a major component of the natural
and cultural environment and affects the overall quality of a tourist / recreational
experience (Clay & Daniel, 2000).
According to Kane (1981); the reasons for doing visual quality analysis; to help identify
and list priority areas of in protection areas, and to provide a method of comparing
research areas from the aesthetic point of view. Besides, visual quality analysis can be
done as a method to determine the follow-up of adverse changes in the quality of
landscapes in special areas through periodic evaluation methods and as a method to
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determine changes in landscape and effects of certain types of human activities. Visual
quality analysis is important to better understand the differences in landscape preferences
between various social groups (women/men, young/old, visitors/locals, etc.) and
individuals with different educational backgrounds (Gültürk & Şişman, 2015).
When the approaches on aesthetic perception are considered, it can be seen that
different methods were used concerning the studies on 'visual quality assessment'. While
the expert approach is particularly powerful in environmental management applications,
the approaches which are based on user perception are dominant in research projects.
(Erdönmez & Kaptanoğlu, 2008).
In the perception-based assessment method, observers are asked to rate the landscape
quality by scoring, or to choose from landscapes that are usually presented with
photographs. (Daniel T. , 2001). In visual landscape assessments in accordance with
landscape planning, design and management objectives- there are several inventory
analysis and assessments for different visual characteristics of landscape (Palmer &
Hoffman, 2000). There are three main types of models used in evaluating visual
landscape quality. These models are; physical, psychological and psychophysical
approaches. When studies conducted in recent years are examined, it is clear that the
most preferred approach model is the psychophysical model (a model in which user
preferences are reviewed by expert observations). The psychophysical approach model
tries to determine the mathematical relationship between the physical characteristics of
the landscape (topography, vegetation, etc.) and perceptual judgments of the observers
(Uzzell, 1991). The results of psychophysical studies are mostly the statistical
measurements of public perception of landscape quality and the identification of
environmental elements that resource managers can manipulate in relation to perceptual
responses. The most commonly used technique for determining these relationships is
multiple regression analysis (Buhyoff, Miller, Roach, Zhou, & Fuller, 1994).
2. The Material and Methods
The material of the study is created images representing historical and cultural
landscapes in and around the city center of Edirne. The area's hosting of many
civilizations in the historical process has made it possible to have a large number of
tangible and intangible cultural heritage items. Edirne, Turkey is the western border of
the nearest settlement and as a major transit hub for the country (Figure 1). It is the
gateway of the country to Europe. It was the capital of the Ottoman Empire for almost
90 years. It has come to the forefront with examples of magnificent religious buildings
and civil architecture that brought the Ottoman architecture to its peak. In Edirne,
religious buildings (such as mosque, mosque, tekke, tomb), education and socio-cultural
structures (such as madrasa, complex), commercial buildings (such as inns and bazaars),
minority buildings (like churches and synagogues) , fountain, etc.), as well as many
examples of civil architecture are among the items that give the identity of the city and
reflect Ottoman culture and architecture (Mısırlı & Benian, 2014). Selimiye Mosque and
Kulliyesi, one of the most important works of Mimar Sinan, constitutes one of the
important cultural heritages of Edirne and the World with its urban location and
architectural features. This cultural and architectural diversity coming from different
© 2018 The Authors. Journal Compilation
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periods of history has also made Edirne an important tourism city. For this reason, the
importance of visual landscape quality in terms of tourism and recreation also increases
considerably. Selimiye Mosque and Kulliyesi, as well as the cultural heritage of the
Ottoman era such as the Old Mosque, Three Honorable Mosques, Macedonian Tower,
Bedesten and Alipaşa Covered Bazaar, as well as concrete cultural heritage values such as
Italian Catholic Church, Great Edirne Synagogue, Sveti Georgi Bulgarian Church; there
are intangible cultural heritage values such as Kırkpınar oil wrestling festival, hidirellez,
traditional handicrafts and traditional food.
A Visual quality assessment was applied in the research method and it was benefited
from the studies that made the parameters (Tveit, Ode, & Fry, 2006), (Bozhüyük, 2007),
(Gültürk & Şişman, 2015) ve (Tüfekçioğlu, 2008).
In this study, in order to determine the visual quality of landscapes with different
structures, textures and characters, a questionnaire was applied to the expert groups of
photographs representing the areas.

Figure.1 Edirne city location in Turkey

The expert group consists of 15 people composed of landscape architect, architect and
city planner. Photographs were shown to the experts, reflecting the historical and cultural
potential of the city of Edirne, as well as areas of tourism potential for the city. These
photographs (Figure.2) (Figure.3) include religious buildings (1,2,3,15,16), social complex
(1,4), towers and monuments (5,17,18), civil architecture items (6,8,20,21,22) , palace
buildings (9,10,11,12,13), bridge (7), river (19) and socio-cultural values (23,24).
According to the Likert scale, the photographs were scored between 1 and 5 (5 highest, 4
highest, 3 medium, 2 lowest and 1 lowest) in the direction of the determined parameters
in Table 1. According to the parameters, Powerpoint presentations are shown by
showing photos. Fields with high visual landscape value are questioned in terms of
parameters. The obtained data were evaluated using the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 program.
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Table.1 Parameters and criteria (Tveit, Ode, & Fry, 2006) and (Tüfekçioğlu, 2008) were
developed.
Parameters
Descriptions
Coherence
The elements that make up the landscape are the level of unity, integrity
and regularity. It is the level of perception of the different areas that
make up the place clearly and clearly. Harmony, unity, integrity etc. The
visual effects that visual elements create in such a way as to form the
whole bit are best suited for high scores..
Imageability
It creates a strong visual image in the observer with its natural and
cultural characteristics and makes the landscape noticeable. It is the
holistic nature of the landscape. It is preferable to give a high score
when things like place spirit, uniqueness are involved.
Historicity
It is preferable that the area is influenced by different historical periods
and that the diversity of the historical layers in that area increases the
quality of the landscape.
Sense of Place It is appropriate that the place has a high point by its originality, its
difference, the feeling of people having a sense of belonging to the area.
Difference, mystery, authenticity, place identity etc.
Visual
It is best if the scene has regular elements or net arrangements and a
impressiveness score according to the beauty of the landscape. Visibility, clarity, clarity,
etc.,
Stewardship
If it is thought that the elements that make up the visual are wellmaintained, it should be given a high score.
Complexity
The diversity, richness and distribution of landscaping elements and
their characteristics are defined. Different forms of visual elements
coexist in the same environment. High scores should be given if these
differences are considered to be excessive. Diversity, diversity,
complexity of tissue and shapes, etc.
Legibility
If it is thought that interpretation of the image is confusing or difficult,
it should be given low points. Perceptibility, portability, accessibility etc.
Originality
Architecture, texture, materials, etc high scores should be given if they
have a different structure from other studies.
Accessibility
If the display or area is easy to reach, it should be rated high.
Naturalness
If there are more natural scenery features available in the visual, it is
better to give a high score.
Security
If the visual components are perceived as evoking danger or danger, a
high score should be given if they offer a low score, a welcoming, safe
and secure appearance.
Inconsistency When viewed from the point of view, it is preferable to give a low score
when there is no compatibility with the subjects such as the diversity of
the elements, structure and environment, material and perception of
the field.
City identity
Items that reflect the identity of the place should be given a high score.
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Figure.2 Edirne photo points

1-Selimiye Mosque and its
Social Complex (URL1,
2018)

2-Üç Şerefeli Mosque
(URL2, 2018)

3-Old Mosque (URL3,
2018)

4-Sultan Bayezid II
Mosque Complex
(URL4, 2018)

5-Macedonian Tower
(URL5, 2018)

6-Edirne Municipality
(URL6, 2018)

7-Meriç Bridge (URL7,
2018)

8-Faculty Of Fine Arts
(URL8, 2018)

10-Hunting Lodg
(URL10, 2018)

11-Saray-ı Cedid-i Amire
(URL11, 2018)

12-Imperial Kitchen
(URL12, 2018)

9-Justice Hall (URL9,
2018)
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13-Sand Pavilion
Bathhouse (URL13, 2018)

14- Rustem Pasha
Carvanserai (URL14,
2018)

15-Church Sweti
Georgi (URL15, 2018)

16-Grand Synagogue
(URL16, 2018)

17-Lausanne monument
(URL17, 2018)

18-Şükrüpaşa
Monument (URL18,
2018)

19-Meric river
(URL19, 2018)

20-Karaağaç
(URL20, 2018)

21-Faculty of Architecture
(URL21, 2018)

22-Kaleiçi
(URL22, 2018)

23-Hıdırellez
(URL23, 2018)

24-Kırkpınar oil wrestling
festival (URL24, 2018)

Figure.3 Workspace evaluation photos

3. Findings
As a result of the scores given in the visual landscape quality assessment for 24
different areas in the study, the average scores of the 14 parameters of 24 areas are given
in Table 2. According to this evaluation, 7 of the 14 parameters (Sultan Bayezid II
Mosque Complex) have the highest scores (Figure.4). The highest average score in field 4
is: coherence, historicity, visual impressiveness, sense of place, stewardship, legibilty and
originality. Macedonia tower(5) of 11 of the 14 parameters received the lowest scores
(Figure.5) Macedonia tower has The lowest average score in field 5 is: stewardship,
naturalness, complexity, inconsistency, coherence, visual impressiveness, legibility.

Figure.4. Sultan Bayezid II Mosque
Complex (URL4, 2018)
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"Coherence" parameter, 1st picture has the highest score by the experts with 5.00 points.
Selimiye Mosque and Külliyesinin architectural texture and structure of the original and
especially on the list of Unesco heritage because of the area has a very high value in
terms of integrity. "Imageability" parameter, 1st picture has the highest score.
Table.2 Maximum and minimum field areas in visual quality parameters
Parameters
Pictures
Average score
Coherence
1
5,00
Imageability
1
4,83
Historicity
1,2,24
5,00
Sense of Place
4
5,00
Visual impressiveness
1,4,8
4,83
Stewardship
4
4,83
Complexity
4
4,17
Legibility
4
5,00
Originality
1,4
5,00
Accessibility
1,2,7
4,67
Naturalness
7
4,83
Security
8,17
5,00
Inconsistency
5,14,15
1,83
City identity
1,2,4,24
4,83

In terms of "historicity", regions 1, 2 and 24 have the highest score. In particular, the
Kırkpınar Oil Wrestling Festival takes place among the intangible cultural heritage and
has been organized every year in the city of Edirne. This value has also been assessed by
the experts in terms of historical value. Selimiye Mosque and Old Mosque are the
important works reflecting the time of the architectural textures. "Sense of place" was
selected as the 4th region as the best reflecting region. In terms of "visual
impressiveness", the highest score was 1. 4 and 8. Especially the Faculty of Fine Arts has
received high score due to its different architectural structure. The highest score in the
"Stewardship", "complexity" and "legibility" parameters was obtained from the Sultan
Bayezid II Mosque Complex. This is due to the fact that the entrance and exit of this
area and its maintenance are controlled. At the same time, the area is open to tourists
and tourists and carries an important value qualification as it maintains its historical
identity and hosts faith tourism. From the point of view of the "originality" parameter,
the highest score is the 1st and the 4th field. It has become 1, 2, and 7 of those who
received the highest paun by experts in the "Accessibility" parameter. In the
"Naturalness" parameter, area 7 is the most natural area. The Meric river and its environs
are one of the important points of Edirne. It is a recreational area for the city. In terms
of "security", the most secure areas have been areas 8 and 17. Entrants 8 and 17 are rated
high because of the fact that they are operated between certain time zones and
controlled. From the point of view of "inconsistency", the most complex area appears to
be 5, 14 and 15 placements. When you look at the "city identity" parameter, the highest
score is 1, 2, 4 and 24.
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4. Results and Discussion
Determination of scenery that identifies landscape, determination of potentials
related to elements and components of landscape and constitution of basis within
produced digital data have significant potential for usage of environmental sources in
visual quality assessment (Kiper, Korkut, & Topal, 2016). Visual quality assessment
studies in accordance with planning, design and management improves both life quality
and viewpoint for urban landscape contributing aesthetic improvement of cities (Aytaş &
Uzun, 2015). Providing sustainability through protecting viasul landscape variety and its
components gain importance for protecting natural and cultural heritage and constitution
of management policies (Anderson vd., 1979).
Historical environments particularly are the focal points of the city they take place in.
However, they become passive among new structures within decreasing perception.
Whereas they should be perceived as linkages between past and future. The historical
identity of cities provides the continuity of historical environments with their period
traces and make us to understand the past. The effects of historical environments
carrying values on city identity are: providing legibility of cities; being original;
symbolizing the city; making the society feel their history; presenting the harmonycontrast between old and new; creating a common language related with values and
forms they carry; providing cultural sustainability; being nucleus point in foundation of
cities according to (Karadayı, 2000).
An expert group of landscape architects, architects and urban designers evaluated the 24
visual descriptions belonging to historical and cultural values of Edirne city through 14
parameters within Likert scale between 1 and 5 in this study. The results are evaluated
according to each parameter besides, the minimum and the maximum scores.
The historical pattern of Edirne city has been mainly consisted during and after Ottoman
period. The historical and cultural values are predominantly located at the city center;
gaining the city its identity and forming city silhouette. Religious and cultural buildings
are especially tourism destinations. Thus spatial planning oriented tourism is required in
Edirne as well as the other cities having cultural heritage besides, arrangement of cultural
buildings with their surroundings, landscape planning, opportunities of design and
management facilities are required in Edirne city. Although architectural value degree of
our historical values are high, they got lower score regarding insufficient environmental
arrangements according to our experts. Historical pattern loses its unity and originality
during re-functioning and rehabilitation of especially Kaleiçi settlement, Karaağaç
settlement and other religious and cultural buildings.
The identity and sense of space parameters are also evaluated as insufficient by experts as
not reflecting what they have to be properly. Thus, it is mentioned vitally that the pattern
must be protected. The II. Sultan Beyazıd Complex with it new function as health
museum serving today, got the highest score in terms of “sense of place, stewardship,
complexity, legibility, originality and city identity” for reflecting our past properly and
being supported by open-green spaces.
Outdoor fittings gain importance for increasing the visual quality and present silhouette
of the city at urban historical spaces particularly Selimiye Mosque and Complex, Old
Mosque and Üç Şerefeli Mosque. Similarly, outdoor lighting of historical buildings
© 2018 The Authors. Journal Compilation
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should be designed according to the integrity of them, besides contributing the enhance
of structural fittings and perception of space and historical pattern.
Edirne is one of the wealthy cities in terms of city identity such as originality, complexity
and being historical. Thus, spatial plan and conservation policies are required to be
developed and controlled considering these cultural values. Besides, providing continuity
with urban environment in terms of tourism, aesthetic, perception and visual
attractiveness is vital.
Cities which gain wealth though aesthetic and cultural aspects, provides contribution in
high life quality, inspired spaces, positive and pleasant environments, mental and physical
health according to (Ode & Fry, 2002). Thereby, historical and cultural spaces of Edirne
effect life quality of the city as well as it, we claim. Besides, insufficient maintenance and
protection of historical spaces are put forward. A better and concerned approach as well
as supervision is suggested for sustainability. In this way, it is concluded that life quality
and qualified livable spaces will be enhanced for the city, users and visitors.
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